
Sketch for Larry Shipping

Speaker:

“Every life contains its share of tragedy,” the DCI said as he took off his overcoat 

and settled down for the game. “Even Pete Waterman's.” 

Through the window I could see the mountains in the far distance; and if I 

strained my ear I fancied I could hear the sound of wheels as the peloton 

descended into the village from the cobbled streets of which, some fifteen years 

before, I had been banished for a crime I did not commit. 

“Don't talk to me about tragedy,” I told him. And I moved my pawn and 

stared into space while he pondered his next move. The derailleurs of Hendrik 

Redant were identifiable through the thick background hum that drifted across the 

still valley; and the dust motes in the sunlight in my eyes were spinning like the 

angelic cogs of an enormous machine, whose purpose was quite unknown to the 

lowly likes of me... To the likes of lowly me... Was unknown to me.

The DCI! - yes, he was well-known round these parts. His adventures were 

recounted in lurid true crime paperbacks knocked out by world weary hacks; 

parodied in rubbish tv series by unschooled creative writing graduates; pastiched 

in comic books by hard headed soft pornographers; and lampooned in skewed 

graphic novels by perverted postmodernish kidults. 

He was a celeb with a capital dollar-sign S – “Sold to the gentleman in the

gaberdine mac!” - was the DCI.

Incident with a canine: The detective stumbles across a crime scene when, 

walking a dead man's dog – his brother-in-law's – he is obliged to follow the path 

habitually taken by the deceased, at the pace dictated by the dog. The dog's habits 

reveal traces of a terrific crime amidst the dank foliage of a down at heel suburban

housing estate. The telltale rhythm of criminality is subtly laid bare in this doozy 

of a case, which puts our man firmly on the map. Yes, solving the crime cements 

the detective's reputation as the best in the West Midlands.

The feline incident: The detective is befriended by a stray cat. Being a loner with a

booze problem, separated from his long-suffering but heartless wife, and alienated

from his stroppy trainee lawyer daughter and his borderline junkie of a son, the 



detective adopts the cat and calls it “Beckham.” After the cat is injured in a late 

night scrap, a visit to the vet leads to the discovery of a microchip which reveals 

the cat's true owner. Walking up the path to the door of this person's house, with 

Beckham – or “Bartlebooth” as we now know him to be called – in a little wicker 

cage, the detective blunders into a scene of utter carnage. Blood everywhere and 

some Charles Manson-style slogans on the living room walls. Figurines smashed, 

cushions ripped to pieces, wardrobes disembowelled - and the victim more or less 

hung, drawn and quartered. Solving the crime leads the detective further up the 

rickety ladder of rank and reputation; and of course he gets to keep the cat.

An equine incident: The detective is called to a stable where several horses have 

been slashed in the night. The beasts are in agony and their owner frenziedly joins

them in their special place of pain. The usual suspects in such cases are teenage 

lads suffering from a heightened form of sexually charged melancholia, even the 

wooden-tops know that, but the detective is not to be distracted by precedent or 

cliché. His brilliant unmasking of the unlikely slasher makes the front pages of all 

the national papers and his legend spreads far and wide, leading to a number of 

invitations to address top notch shindigs across the world where he rubs shoulders

with the power elite of international law enforcement in fabulously appointed 

corporate hotel conferences centres.

Incident with avians: The detective steps from his car and nearly treads on a 

decapitated wren. He is inexplicably moved by sight of the bird's body: its severed

head is lying in the grass by a Twix wrapper and some fluff or twine. Over the 

course of several weeks, other decapitated birds are found across the town, till the 

clues mount up – but to no avail. One night an entire poultry farm is targeted, on 

the outskirts of town, beyond the industrial estate where the fields and the 

countryside begin. Still the killer is not caught. The detective decides to stake out 

a laboratory where tests on animals are conducted by scientists working for a 

major pharmaceutical company. He's seen their shampoo advertised by a rider on 

the Tour de France, a foreigner. His apprehension of the avian serial killer, knife 

in hand at the cage containing an emu chick, is met with widespread calls for an 

honour in the Queen's Birthday List.  And still he shuns the limelight.

You know, certain notions get stuck in the u-bend of your mind. Others reach a 



critical mass in the culture, like that gigantic blob of fat they found in London's 

sewer, a ten ton fatberg it was, the size and shape of a dead hippopotamus, a 

monument built over a very few years from the evacuations of tubby school kids 

stuffing their faces and blocking their lower intestines with greasy fast food. 

“Never eat anything with a face,” the DCI muttered as he moved his 

knight, as if reading my mind. “Not even an aubergine which on being sliced in 

two depicts the features of God, maybe, or else of Theda Bara, the It Girl.” 

Certain notions get well stuck inside my mental u-bend, never quite make it to the 

sewer. One of those notions concerns the nature of the angelic throng discussed by

Sir Isaac Newton. In the days before the talkies, before television, you found your 

figures of energy where you could. And while the world before Betty Boop, before

Les Quatre Cent Coups, before I Love Lucy and White Christmas, before The 

Texas Chainsaw Massacre or The Monte Carlo Show – while this world was not 

quite a desert, nevertheless one can appreciate that an essential emptiness 

impressed itself upon the mind, the soul, upon the palimpsest of the collective 

unconscious, and this emptiness had to be filled. Hence the angels, arising in the 

desert like the mirage of a nomad army. It was not until Rabbi Loew, the Maharal 

of Prague, invented cinema in 1588 that their power even began to be questioned. 

This is clear from all available evidence. 

Jophiel with his flaming sword, Israfil with his trumpet, Samael wielding 

his scythe for ever. 

Isaac Newton knew a thing or two. And when he talked about angels 

gathered on a pin head, he anticipated the penetration of the dark chamber of the 

human imagination by countless beings made of light – and only light. My head is

a pinhole camera. Each angelic (or demoniac) form squeezes its way in, the size 

of a neutrino perhaps – I am no scientist and know as little about physics as I do 

about the ten types of angels and their ranks, or the proper plumbing of a toilet. 

I've kept the antechambers of my own brain as empty as possible, to accommodate

the mighty caravanserai that gathers hourly before my eyes. The cast list, so to 

speak, is infinite – stands to reason. Each of the cast has a name, of course (since 

almost everything has a name: the nameless I will discuss elsewhere, if time 

permits), but each also has another name, the name of the person they are playing.

It's hard enough to identify everyone in the first place, impossible to remember 

whom each was meant to be. The situation is further confused by the fact that (a) 



some people are only known by the character they were once given, and become 

stuck, as with Mr Cucumber, say, or Tucker Jenkins; (b) some individuals play 

themselves, so that the question of who does what to whom is a moot point – 

Terry Wogan, for example; and (c) in some instance both names are equally 

forgotten. As in a team... A professional cycling team, for instance.

But, you object, all this seemingly infinite chaos can surely be reduced to a

short checklist thus: Ishim, Cherubim, Hashmallim, Ophanim, Erelim, Seraphim, 

Elohim, etcetera etcetera. Each figure of light corresponding to one of the ten 

ranks, our attention not on the identity adopted for fugitive purposes – obscure 

purposes, it must be said – but on the archetypal messenger and on the message 

that they bring to us.

Singer:

Tree. Fruit. Blade. Horn.  

Field. Rain. Stone. Grave.

Door. Room. Lamp. Road.

Screen. Eye. Brain. Tree.

Fruit. Blade. Horn. Field. 

Rain. Stone. Grave. Door. 

Room. Lamp. Road. Screen. 

Eye. Brain. Tree. Fruit. 

Blade. Horn. Field. Rain. 

Stone. Grave. Door. Room. 

Lamp. Road. Screen. Eye. 

Brain. Tree. Fruit. Blade. 

Horn.  Field. Rain. Stone. 

Grave Door. Room. Lamp.

Road. Screen. Eye. Brain. 

Tree. Fruit. Blade. Horn.  

Speaker:

An incident with tradition: The detective has risen up the ranks and by now has 

grasped every aspect of his job. He is a craftsman, an artist, some sort of genius - 

and naturally his colleagues resent him and fear him. One of them is shot in the 

back, but there is no indication of a grudge on the part of a Mister Big sent down 



for a jumbo portion of bowel-soothing porridge at Her Majesty's pleasure; no 

crazy love rival lurking in the shadows or suburban bushes; no gambling debts, 

drugs, no jealous evil twin. Three days later another is knocked down in the street,

a fatal hit and run. The next day, another inexplicably topples from a cliff, there 

are no witnesses. 

The detective is familiar with the pattern and looks around for a colleague 

who does have problems – and plenty! He doesn't arrest the cop killer: instead he 

suggests that suicide would save both face and pension. (There's a family to think 

of, after all.) There's no fanfare this time, obviously, but he goes up in the 

estimation of his peers, who share his secret; and in the eyes of the judiciary, 

which colludes in the cover up. Nods are exchanged in high places and the 

whisper in the plush corridors of patronage gently ushers him further towards the 

very centre of things. The “inner circle.”

Incident with an old lag: The detective is contacted by someone he put away a 

long time ago. The crime is no longer important, though at the time it caused 

uproar the length and breadth of the land. Incarcerated for decades, the once all-

powerful kingpin is now a spent force: a lifetime of smoking and watching 

daytime telly has left him wizened and wheezing. “Too late for vaping, old son,” 

he explains as he rolls another cigarette, before turning to the whereabouts of a 

fabulous hoard of stolen goods. “It's like a special episode of The Antiques 

Roadshow, old son,” the old lag says. “Whatever happened to Hugh Scully 

anyway?” 

“He was translated unto glory,” the detective tells him. “Now where is the 

loot?” 

The old man fiendishly recites a series of entirely cryptic clues before, 

with a final, theatrical cough, he shuffles off this mortal coil and catches the one-

way foot-and-bicycle ferry to the seventh circle of hell. The detective's reputation 

is based on results; and while others flounder and dismiss the whole thing as a 

hoax, it's not long before the booty is recovered. He waives the fee proffered by 

the insurance company. And he refuses several very tasty publishing deals - and 

tosses the unsolicited film treatments into the bin. 

The Freudian incident: The detective kills his own mother, leaving no forensic 

evidence - indeed nothing whatsoever that might serve to indicate motive, 



opportunity or means - and then sets about solving the case. It's his most 

celebrated yet. For he suggests that everything that is in the world is a clue, that 

everything must be examined, weighed, pondered, placed in juxtaposition with 

everything else – and that the proper investigation of this crime, so close to his 

heart and home, will take the rest of his life. This time the media frenzy reaches 

fever pitch and the whodunnit occupies every water cooler moment and dominates

every social media platform for months on end. All agree this is deserving of a 

knighthood at least. The detective's fame looks likely to settle in the history books

for ever. The weight of his responsibility, like his reputation, is something he 

wears lightly. He devotes his spare time to chess. 

Jophiel with his flaming sword, Israfil with his trumpet, Samael wielding his 

scythe. 

“Listen,” I tell the DCI, “I want to live – I want to live in a world free of 

mobile phones, on a coast where the storms never cease (so I can get to sleep at 

last), with my loved ones close by, but enough space so we are not on top of one 

another. 

“And my enemies under water. 

“Away from ringtones, deodorants, rolling news, silver birch, coffee 

chains, the English, and from back ache; and hidden from the angelic throng so 

that not even God himself will notice my profound spiritual deafness; and will not

deign to cast a line to catch the cold fish that sleeps inside my heart. 

“Down the road Bobby Fischer has a place; and further on there is an  

entrance to Lemuria...”

Bruce Willis, taking off his socks inside the tower block. 

Humphrey Bogart, crossing the bustling city street.

Sterling Hayden, ignoring the sound of explosions in the mountains.

Jophiel with his flaming sword, Israfil with his trumpet. 

And Samael still wielding his scythe.

ENDS


